An Internet Center is to open on the first floor of Naples International Airport

A Telelink Internet Center is to open today in the waiting area located on the airport’s first floor. Telelink is Spain’s leader in the field of telecommunications and internet.

The Internet Center offers passengers and visitors a wide range of services aimed at rendering the various means of communication easy and efficient. Users may navigate in internet, rent an Office-equipped computer, copy documents onto disks and CDs, use scanners, send and receive faxes and even have access to video conference services thanks to web cam availability. It is also possible to make local and international phone calls at particularly convenient rates.

The Internet Center, with its specialised personnel, is open every day from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. The cost for internet access varies from 5 Euro for 10 minutes of navigation to 12 Euro for an hour of navigation and payment may be made in cash or by credit card.

The investment made by Telelink at the Naples airport, the first in Italy, also includes four internet points (one on the first floor and three in the Departures Lounge) equipped with monitors, keyboards and web-cams - which allow users to navigate, chat and take photos - as well as three “Telecard” telephone card distribution machines (two in the departures Lounge and one in the Arrivals Concourse) which can be used at any telephone to communicate with more than 180 countries worldwide.

“Our mission is to make passenger waiting times at the airport more constructive and comfortable by offering a wide range of last generation telecommunications products and services” - stated Juan José Pino, Telelink president.

Telelink offers services to more than 150,000,000 passengers/year in internet centers located in various countries throughout the world including Spain (Madrid); the U.S. (Miami and Orlando, Florida); Brazil (Rio de Janeiro and San Paolo); Colombia (Bogotá, Medellin, Cali and Baranquilla); the Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo); Mexico (Mexico City) and Puerto Rico (San Juan).